
(I) Appropriate assessment of linguistic skills in the entrance examination and study-abroad experience during 
secondary education 
To evaluate applicants’ experience of studying and living abroad, we will take TOEFL and other language test scores into consideration upon entrance examinations. In 
order to find various outstanding students from all over the world, an entrance exam development office is being established to strengthen the admissions center. 

1. Objectives, Specific Image of the Ideal Global Human Resource
Waseda Vision 150 is composed of the following three pillars: students who show promise in being able to contribute to the world, research that will ultimately contribute 
to real world peace and happiness in human society, and the activities of alumni dedicated to serving as global leaders. These three pillars represent Waseda University’s 
goal to contribute to the world through improvement of the quality of education and research.
“Global leaders” refers to those who are ready to work in any circumstances and anywhere in the world to resolve global, regional, national and local issues from a global 

perspective.  In addition to being extremely knowledgeable and highly intelligent (Wisdom), such leaders must also possess aspirations (Ambition), based on the 
commitment to service, courage, and the spirit of challenge.  The ability to solve problems and accomplish their missions (ability to get things done) is also another factor 
that is indispensable.

2. Summary of the Plan
This project will dramatically expand, in quality and quantity, the global-education opportunities both at home and abroad for all undergraduate students through study 
abroad programs and based on the combination of knowledge acquisition and its practical utilization.  The goal for the study-abroad programs is to establish a system, by 
2022, that affords all 8,000 undergraduate students in each student year a chance to study abroad at least once before their graduation.  Apart from simply providing 
students with opportunities to study abroad, we will also implement programs through which students will be able to learn foreign languages before going abroad and to 
study the world’s cultures, histories, and societies in various languages after returning to Japan.  This will be realized by establishing a university-wide education center. 
In addition to these programs, to improve the university’s system towards globalization, we have set up the External Evaluation Committee Meeting which consists of the 
executive members of overseas partner universities and Global Human Resource Development Council. We are also organizing workshops and symposiums to discuss 
how Waseda University can actively provide expertise in global human resource development. Through these programs, we will play a leading role in the globalization of 
universities in Japan.

1. Internationalization of the Curriculum
(I) Initiatives for Internationalization of the curriculum
We are steadily working on further enrichment of the syllabus, availability in more languages, and introduction of a total numbering system for systematic curriculums. We 
are also making preparations for a systematic curriculum, utilization of GPAs, solidification of the credit system, interactive classes, active learning, and utilization of TAs.

4. Faculty Development for Global Education

3. Improvement of Foreign Language Competencies

5. Support System to Promote Study Abroad

2. Efforts to Cultivate Global Human Resources
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(II) Strategic transmission of educational information within Japan and abroad
Investigation of the needs of the people within Japan and abroad that receive information regarding examinees, external researchers, organizations, etc. Overseas, we 
strive for enhancement of transmission in the local language. Within Japan, we share information through debates on current problems and developmental acceleration at 
events related to symposiums held by the following Conferences organized by Group 2 of Eastern Japanese universities as well as the Project for Promotion of Go Global 
Japan. We also discuss the outcomes and tasks to connect the present situations to the future. 

(III) Globalizing the University’s administrative offices
We are aiming to increase the number of office staff who has developed high English proficiency (such as TOEIC over 800) through the efforts including utilizing staff 
development scheme and consolidating staff recruitment system. We are also placing staff proficient in languages other than English that are “in-demand” in divisions 
charged with international affairs in order to enhance multi-language support, for instance, with medical care, children’s education, and housing for foreigners.

(I) Initiatives for cultivating global human resources 
We are formulating Waseda Vision 150 to be a med- to long-term plan to succeed Waseda Next 125, while adopting the global development of human resources 
proposed in WINGS as the main goal for the University as a whole. We plan to implement a wide range of programs, including organizational and curriculum reforms, to 
promote collaboration beyond the boundaries of schools and divisions as well as to further enhance educational synergies.

(II) Effective language training programs and systems 
The Academic Affairs Division and the International Affairs Division will take an active role in organizing the university-wide structure of language classes based on 
language-proficiency levels determined by English placement-test scores and assessment tests (TOEFL, TOEIC, WeTEC, etc). Effective language-training programs will 
be designed and implemented for all undergraduate students.  In addition to organizing English classes by proficiency levels, we will also enhance language-training 
programs in the Global Education Center, promote international education through various short and long-term study-abroad programs, and provide follow-up education 
for students returning to Japan, mainly through general education courses and specialized courses in English and other non-Japanese languages. Furthermore, we have
provided feedback to students on their language learning based on our analysis of the educational benefits measured by the degrees of improvement in students’linguistic 
skills. Other initiatives include introducing small-group language-training programs to develop students’ abilities to give logical explanations and debate in foreign 
languages, as well as holding study-abroad preparatory courses to develop the abilities they will need to take specialized courses in overseas universities. 

(I) Initiatives for global education
We have strengthened collaborations within the university and launched new programs to evaluate the educational abilities of faculty members. Our Faculty Development 
Programs will provide them opportunities to teach at universities overseas and improve their global education abilities. 

(II) Globalization of the education system
We will actively recruit faculty mzembers from abroad and assign to positions faculty members with overseas teaching experience or those who have taught in non-
Japanese languages.

(I) Initiatives to promote studying abroad
To lower the possible risks abroad, a study abroad suitability search system was developed, allowing students to check the suitability of the study abroad from an 
objective point of view during the screening period. A unique study abroad portfolio system has been developed in which records of studies from before and after the 
study abroad can be published and accumulated. Information such as course completion history can be unveiled to the public. The goal is for this to be used as an 
information-sharing device among students. For the study abroad preparation course, Chinese was added in addition to English. In addition, the study abroad information 
corner has been renovated and renewed as Waseda Global Gate.

(II) Support for students during and after their study abroad 
We have established and strengthen a support desk to support emergencies for students studying abroad. Besides enhancing emergency support and risk management 
through such things as expanding an overseas mobile phone service, we have collaborated with companies to help students find employment after returning to Japan. 
We have strengthen the support system by assigning academic advisors and support staff, during and after the study abroad. 

Waseda University
Enrollment quota of Undergraduate : 8,880

○ We will improve the language-education environment and implement a systematic language-training program for all levels of students from their entrance to 
graduation, including new degree programs in English.

○ Regarding the short-term study abroad program: Besides an expansion of the English program, effort is being put into new development and expansion of short-term 
programs in the following languages: Chinese, Korean, French, Spanish, Russian, Italian. Those programs will be vigorously promoted to gain sufficient interest among 
students.

○ As a program with distinctive characteristics, a program that is combined with internship is being developed, and is planned to be available for China, Taiwan, 
Singapore, India, Germany, France, etc. In addition, there is expansion of programs built into the undergraduate curriculum. New study abroad programs were 
established in the following: School of Political Science and Economics, School of Commerce, School of Social Sciences, and three Schools of Science and Engineering.



Note:
*1 The number in "( )" indicates “Number of students not to study abroad with credit recognition or credit transfer” out of “Number of students who meet requirements for 

foreign language proficiency”. 
*2 “Number of students studying abroad” excludes the number of students studying abroad without credit recognition or credit transfer.

Specific Competencies for Graduates

（Reference）

【 Ability to get things done 】【 Wisdom 】

- Extensive international knowledge
- Understanding of different cultures
- Expertise and analytical skills
- Language/communication skills
- Independent/critical thinking skills

- Ability to identify problems
- Insight to capture the essence of things
- Cooperativeness and leadership
- Perseverance
- Toughness

【 Ambition 】

- Aspirations for world peace and abundance 
for all- Courage and the spirit of challenge
- A commitment to serving others and a spirit 
of gratitude
- A high level of morality and ethics
- Identities

Nurture individuals imbued 
with a global perspective 
and equipped with the 
“wisdom,” “ambition,” and 
“ability to get things done” 
to resolve global, regional, 
national and local issues.

Indicative Outputs of the project

Total
Results planned

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Number of students who meet requirement for 
foreign language proficiency 1,676 2,576 3,179 3,766

Of the above, Number of students not to study 
abroad (A) 1,238 695 730 815

Number of students studying abroad (B) 1,432 1,543 1,696 2,907 3,441 3,997

Number of Graduates (C) 9,549 9,867 9,750 10,180 10,260 8,900

Ratio ((A+B)/C) 30.1% 35.4 % 40.7 % 54.1 %
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 80 177 （126） 391 （15 ） 474 （20） 566 （30）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 165 180 177 392 472 562

Number of Graduates 983 1,047 958 1,030 1,030 900

S
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Law

Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 71 （WeTEC 700） 360 （310） 360 （175） 380 （180） 400 （185）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 68 112 88 190 210 230

Number of Graduates 794 856 786 800 800 740
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 71 （WeTEC 700） 143 （123） 240 （110） 300 （60） 360 （60）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 62 94 121 141 251 311

Number of Graduates 1,085 1,073 1,090 1,200 1,200 960
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 80 （TOEIC 750） 100 （55） 200 （15） 350 （20） 500 （30）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 164 168 192 345 405 510

Number of Graduates 1,009 1,048 1,018 1,000 1,000 900
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 71 （WeTEC 700） 136 （103） 250 （100） 330 （100） 350 （100）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 116 109 127 211 281 361

Number of Graduates 712 796 758 850 930 630
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 71 （TOEIC 675） 91 （73） 150 （5） 200 （5） 300 （5）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 104 107 123 308 345 405

Number of Graduates 611 621 639 600 600 560
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 71 （TOEIC 675） 27 （12） 120 （10） 180 （10） 225 （20）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 98 96 85 208 265 300

Number of Graduates 463 439 423 450 450 400
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 100 119 （3） 325 （0） 325 （0） 325 （0）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 431 435 446 590 600 620

Number of Graduates 658 650 664 650 650 620
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 80 （WeTEC 755） 83 （49） 170 （30） 170 （30） 170 （10）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 90 98 157 157 184 206

Number of Graduates 900 884 971 1,000 1,000 860
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 80 （WeTEC 755） 78 （48） 70 （5） 70 （5） 70 （5）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 86 95 119 280 328 362

Number of Graduates 736 749 765 800 800 660
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Requirement for Foreign Language Proficiency TOEFL iBT 71 （TOEIC 675） 362 （336） 300 （230） 400 （300） 500 （370）

Number of Students Studying Abroad 48 49 61 85 100 130

Number of Graduates 1,598 1,704 1,678 1,800 1,800 1,670

* WeTEC stands for Web-based Test for English Communication, an online test developed by Waseda University for the assessment of English communication skills.  
Waseda University has adapted the CASEC test, which is provided by JIEM, in a manner appropriate for its own undergraduate students. 


